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Introduction

• Dialogue-based Conversational Recommender System (DCRS) allows
users to interact with the system in natural language for seeking for
recommendations.
• Current Limitation: Most of existing systems have provided one-shot
recommendation, but little work has investigated users’ language-based
feedback when they did not get the desired item within a single turn.
• Research Question: How do users express their feedback on the
unsatisfied recommendation in natural language (e.g., what intents they
may have and what kinds of preferences they may express)?

Taxonomy for User Feedback Intents

Seekers’ feedback on
recommendations

An example of human-human dialogue
(source: ReDail [3])

We established a taxonomy to classify users’ feedback intents through theme identification techniques and constant
comparison method.

Critiquing-based feedback

Feedback-Oriented Dialogue Data Analysis
Based on the established taxonomy, we annotated a set of over 200 dialogues [3], and analyzed the data from the
following aspects:

Seeker feedback intent co-occurrence.
Reject often co-occurs with Critique-Add,
Provide Details, and Start Over.

Seeker preference expression.
Seekers more frequently express their preferences at the
attribute level (with more objective criteria), but express
subjective opinions on entity.

Recommender reactions to seekers’ feedback,
and action distribution in our dataset.
Recommenders tend to recommend some other
items when receiving seekers’ negative feedback.

Future Work

• To reveal frequent conversation patterns that may occur between users and recommenders through temporal analysis.
• To develop a dedicated model to predict users’ intents given their utterances.
• To eventually build a more effective DCRS that is able to track users’ current states, refine their preference model, and
then select appropriate actions to respond to users.
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